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Roll-Up Fabric Door Solutions for Cold Storage Applications

RS-200 Night Door
As cold storage facilities change over time, designers and architects 
keep coming up with more innovative and energy-efficient ways to 
create grocery stores and food-service venues that are more 
appealing, innovative, and shopper-friendly than they have been in 
the past.

The RollSeal Night Door is used in applications where cold storage 
areas are open to the public during the day and are shut down to cool 
overnight. The Night Door is typically used in conjunction with an air 
curtain, although it can also be used as a standalone separator unit.

The Night Door features the same airtight sealing methodology as 
other RollSeal doors. Since it is intended for limited daily use, it is 
raised and lowered using a manual chain hoist. The Egress Track 
System allows personnel to exit the door in the unlikely event the 
chain hoist becomes inoperative. The Night Door is available in 
custom sizes.

Installation Specifications
Door Size Personnel Equipment Tools Time

Up to 6’ W x 8’ H 2

Ladder Standard Hand Tools ~ 1 Hour

Up to 10’ W x 10’ H 3

Operational Parameters
Design Temperatures 
     Exterior: 75°F (23.9°C) 
     Interior: > 32°F (0°C)

RollSeal anticipates regular walk-in cooler box conditions opening into a conditioned space, typically 
a store environment. The door can operate under other conditions; contact RollSeal to determine your 
requirements.

Differential Pressure Range: 
     ± 0.05 inH2O

The differential pressure between the inside and outside of the box is recommended to be ± 0.05 inH2O, 
which is typical of standard walk-in coolers. Refrigeration systems may add pressure in coolers larger 
than 3,000 ft2, thus necessitating pressure relief valves.

Design Considerations

For interior installation. The door is designed to be mounted to the interior of the building.

To be face-mounted to the 
exterior wall of the cooler.

The door is designed to be face-mounted to the exterior wall of the cooler. No additional framing or 
backing is required.

Emergency Egress Track 
System This allows the door tracks to swing open when the fabric panel is pushed from the inside of the door.
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Specifications
Type RS-200 Ratio 4.5:1

Application Cooler Brake Mechanical

Temperature Range 32°F to 75°F (0°C to 23.9°C) Frame Material G90 Galvanized/Aluminum

Differential Pressure ± 0.05 inH2O Tension Pipe Material G90 Galvanized

Seal Type Industrial-strength Magnet Panel Material Anti-static

Drive Type Manual Chain Hoist Egress Break-away Tracks

Drive Mounting Side Right of Head Unit Floor-Mounted Chain Tensioner Optional


